All are Class II-G for grain dust
#2117 - IN2 Rayovac - 8 Lumens
Inexpensive, everyday reliable, durable flashlight. Contoured body for secure and comfortable grip.
Spring mounted bulb for shock resistance. Faceted reflector provides bright, uniform spot. Spare bulb
holder inside head. Withstands 7-foot drop test. Weatherproof construction. Class II-G

Super Pelilite™ 1800 Flashlight - 15 Lumens
Unbreakable ABS body resists chemicals, water and corrosion. Polycarbonate lens and focused
Xenon lamp module produce a tight white beam that penetrates smoke and fog. The PeliLite 1800 is
submersible, thanks to the o-ring seal and twist-on shroud that eliminates leaky switches. 2C cells.

StealthLite™ 2400 Flashlight - 25 Lumens
Unique easy slide thumb switch on the StealthLite 2400 Flashlight is easy to operate, even with
gloves. Tough resin body is corrosion proof and resistant to extreme temperatures. Bright Xenonlamp beam penetrates thick smoke, fog, and dust. Submersible. 4 AA

StealthLite™ Rechargeable 2450 Xenon Flashlight - 28 Lumens
Rechargeable version of the StealthLite 2400 Flashlight provides a consistently bright Xenon beam
after every charge. Submersible and corrosion proof. The charger base unit uses a 110V transformer.
Includes long-life rechargeable NiMH battery pack, but 4 AA alkaline cells can also be used.

StealthLite™ Rechargeable 2460 LED Flashlight - 40 Lumens
Same as #2450 except higher lumens due to different bulb

#5410 LED Pen AAA Flashlight - 30 lumens
Engineered Polymer housing. Impact and chemical resistant. Waterproof. (2) AAA

#68201 4AA LED Propolymer Flashlight - 67 lumens
Impact Resistant Polymer features a rubber face cap for impact and shock resistance.
Unbreakable polycarbonate lens with scratch resistance coating. Seven 100,000 hour life LEDS
with a run time of 155 hours. Length = 6.5 inch. Weatherproof construction. Class II-G

#5422 LED Dual Nightstick (Flash & Flood) Light - 120 lumens
Dual Light - flashlight - floodlight! One or both lights on at same time. Non-slip grip. Polymer housing. Waterproof. Impact and chemical resistant. 7 inches long. (3) AA

KingLite™ 4000 Flashlight - 251 Lumens
Heavy-duty, high-powered spotlight packed with features.
Unique dual filament Xenon lamp produces a bright beam that cuts through thick smoke, fog and
dust. Unbreakable ABS resin casing with a polycarbonate lens and thermoplastic rubber shroud.
Resists chemicals and corrosion.
Dual direction switch is easy to operate, even with thick gloves.
Pistol grip / lantern handle quickly converts to multiple positions as well. Uses (8) D alkaline cells.
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#5452 Dual Function Headlamp - 115 / 65 Lumens
High (115) and low (65) spotlight which tilts for improved direction. Impact and chemical resistant. Spot Light Distance = 300 ft on high and 220 ft on low.
Includes one heavy duty rubber hard hat strap and one non-slip elastic head strap. (3)
AAA.

#5458 Multi-Function Headlamp - 130 Lumens
Four (4) modes - Spotlight = 130 Lumens; Floodlight = 100 Lumens;
Dual Lights = 190 Lumens; Green Floodlight = 21 Lumens. Waterproof IP-X7. Impact
and chemical resistant. Adjustable tilt headlamp. Non-slip elastic and rubber
headbands with rear-mounting battery pack. (3) AA

#61430 Industrial Incandescent Droplight - 1200 Lumens
Tempered glass lens with protective guard. Non-sparking aluminum construction.
Completely field serviceable.
Class II-G only when using a 75 watt bulb per manufacturer etched label.

#XP87B Fluorescent Droplight - 1800 Lumens
The XP87B light, with tough all-plastic exterior and cool fluorescent lamp, makes it
ideal for use in confined space, hazardous areas. The model XP87B and 12 volt
transformer is the only non-metallic low voltage light listed by UL. Class II-G. 26 watt

Model XP770-50P Flood Light With Base
Can be used in a variety of different hazardous and non-hazardous locations. The
XP770 is built to endure the 70 watt metal halide lamps and offer the flexibility to
provide the right light while meeting the NFPA requirements for hazardous
atmospheres. Ideal for use in outdoor locations, large tank or grain elevators.

Incandescent Light Fixtures
Copper-free aluminum with epoxy/polyester finish. Compact, durable, modular design fixture

V Series Incandescent Fixtures - Use for task and general lighting in standard and wet locations.
DV Series Incandescent Fixtures - Use for lighting in dust-ignition proof (Class II Div.1) locations.
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